Yoga, Mindfulness & Nature Retreats at Estancia Peuma Hue

Estancia Peuma Hue provides an unforgettable experience for body and soul, just 20 minutes from
downtown Bariloche (gateway to the North Patagonia Andes), 35 minutes from an international airport and 35
minutes from the ski resort. We are 2 hours flight from Buenos Aires. Located in North Patagonia, Argentina
this eco-resort and mountain lodge embeds all the elements Patagonia has to offer: 500 acres of a privileged
location within the Lake District and the Nahuel Huapi National Park, 2 miles of lakeshore at the foot of a steep
mountain, pristine forests, creeks, waterfalls and a valley for calm wandering; all within our property allowing all
kinds of activities with no need for transfers and superb views over mountains, lake and valley.
We combine the striking beauty of our National Park; close contact with Nature; deluxe accommodations;
the experience of being at home with friends in either private rooms in our houses or at our private villas; all
types of outdoor activities; exquisite home-made, healthy, balanced organic & delicious meals, and an
exclusive service with a personal touch that allows our guests to live through unforgettable experiences.
Peuma Hue is the perfect context to connect with your inner Self and everything around. Majestic beauty
and peaceful environment enhances the connection with Nature, the practice of Mindfulness and Yoga and
Yoga and Mindfulness perfectly complements all the rest of activities we offer at this magical Estancia. We
consider Yoga a point of integration and alignment of different levels of our being. Always available upon
request and systematically twice a week, our Yoga teacher, Veronica Magnetto guide us through her
wonderful and restoring classes, using all her skills to help each guest where they need it, teaching them
methods which can also be applied to reaching goals in their lives in general.
Vero Magnetto is a passionate seeker of her own truth. Since she was a child, the quest for the meaning of
everything was what triggered her inner journey. She comes from a family of engineers, thus the influence of a
scientific approach coupled with a notable mystic call, blend into an interesting combination to approach the
quest through ordinary life. Born in Buenos Aires, she studied Hospitality Business and introduced herself into

Strategic Marketing. She worked for 14 years in the Hospitality and Events business. While she was
professionally developing in the corporate world, she started with studies and experiences fostering the
expansion of consciousness. When she moves to Bariloche in 2011, she deepens her studies and certifies as
a Hatha Yoga instructor, exploring the inner alchemy. She then starts deepening in Yyengar Yoga and starts
practicing and teaching it further. She deepens her knowledge in other disciplines and traditions teaching her
Yoga classes – a deep experience in many levels – guiding her students to open themselves to their own truth;
starting with the body and breaking through deeper layers of the Self. Currently she also studies Biological and
Quantum Medicine. This path gave her a better understanding of healing and disease, to diagnose and treat
multiple forms of the so called sicknesses – either physical, psychiatric, psychological, social or family
problems – from a vision of integrity with oneself and all around. Combining what she knows, she also leads
our Mindful Walks in the forest and our Healing Walks, focusing on specific needs of who requires her healing
services. She thus connects in a unique way adding to each one what he/she needs: a word, a movement, a
frequency, a lesson, an awareness…

Mindfulness, Yoga & Nature retreats
in Spring, Summer, Fall & Winter

Enjoy and fully benefit from our Yoga, Mindfulness & Nature Retreats, lodging at the magical Estancia
Peuma Hue located at the foot of South Mt Catedral. Deluxe accommodations, gourmet and healthy balanced
meals, majestic Nature all around.
Aimed to provide the best possible context and tools to enhance your experience, learnings, general wellbeing
and connections, we offer different workshops that even if they focus on certain aspects, they always contain a
comprehensive approach into every level.
Each season offers a unique energy that allows working on different aspects of your body and mind: in winter
we use the snow, the silence and introspection; depending on the group, we might go snowshoeing, skiing,
snowboarding, or cross-country skiing as well. Spring provides lush waterfalls with the snowmelt and life
renewing itself; Summer provides fruits and expansion; Fall, impermanence, luminosity, subtleness and variety
of colors! Longer Yoga sessions allow people to go deeper into their practice, aligning with Universal
principles.
Our mindful walks into the mountains, forest and waterfalls together with breathing and special mindsets, will
deepen your connection to Nature, yourself and all around. Horseback riding, trekking, kayaks and boat rides
will be available. Your teacher is present during the whole workshop to foster a holistic personal and group
experience that brings people closer together, allowing them to go deeper, open and share what is most

valuable to each one. Evelyn Hoter, life coach and psychotherapist might join in all the activities as well. 4 – 6
wonderful days that we hope will gravitate meaningfully in your life.

Minimum of 6 people required, maximum of 16.
• Includes lodging for 4 - 6 nights in double occupancy in a superior room (ask for Master & Jr Suites
alternatives and for villas), all meals: buffet breakfast, lunch and dinner with wine or other beverages; 2
classes of Yoga a day, mindful walks in Nature, guided horseback riding, treks, kayaks, boat rides and
1 massage. If the group has an interest in winter for skiing or cross-country skiing outside Peuma Hue,
we can add it to our experience. In this case, skiing and transfers, lift tickets or equipment rentals will
be provided and charged separately as optional.
• Does not include transfers, skiing & lift tickets or equipment rentals, or other activities and services not
stated above; which will be provided and charged separately as optional according to the group´s
choice.
Nature, Mindfulness & Yoga provide wonderful opportunities to work with ourselves in a symbolic way and in
different levels of our being at the same time. Each person needs something different, so we will provide the
best possible context for participants to enjoy, expand, learn, explore around and deepen into themselves.

Suggested Program:
Each group´s development will depend on the participants, their main interests, their Yoga level and fitness,
the teacher and facilitator, the season, weather conditions and how it evolves. So our program is tentative and
might be changed according to each group.
As a possible illustration, upon arrival and after a reception and checking into the rooms, there will be a short
meeting to talk about our goals and expectations; with each person sharing what they would like to get out of
the Mindful & Yoga retreat. This will be followed by a Yoga session and dinner. Before departure, we will meet
again to share and evaluate the retreat and personal experiences.
Days will develop around the following plan:
Morning Yoga, starting with an easy practice, breathing and meditation; focusing progressively on standing
poses, backbends, building alignment from the feet
up, hip openers, breath and intention, twists,
inversions and alignment to create harmonious
postures.
10 to 10.30am: Breakfast
Mindful walks in Nature focusing in different themes
every day or other outdoor activities of your choice.
1 to 2 pm: Lunch at the Lodge or picnic lunch
depending on the walk of the day.
Resting & free time. Group exchange with time to talk
about the day, their experiences – Optional massage
4.30 to 6pm: Restorative Yoga and stretching
8 pm: Dinner

